1 MINUTE QUIZ – WILL ALGOTRADES WORK FOR YOU?

Answer the statements below with a YES or NO answer. Add up the total number of Yes’s

YES

NO

Are you an active trader?
Are you a casual investor?
Are you tired of watching your account decline during market down turns and bear markets?
Do you have a detailed investment plan to work from?
Do you currently have a financial advisor managing your money?
Do you have clear trade and investment criteria for new position and position management?
Use a protective stop on every trade to limit losses in the event of a selloff or market crash?
Do you try to manage your own investments?
Do you have trading rules but do not stick too?
Do you have a routine that gets you back on track when you’re trading is off?
Do your losing investments typically out-weigh your winners?
Do you have having several winning trades, followed by larger crash and burn type of trades?
Do you experience hesitation, apprehension, uncertainty, or fear when you are about to trade?
Do you double-down after a losing streak or when you’re losing to re-gain profits faster?
Have you ever experienced the “I don’t care” mode and watched your money disappear?
Were you successful in another profession and find trading is affecting your confidence and ego?
Do you lose sleep over your trading and investments?
Are you exiting positions too quickly instead of waiting for its full potential?
Do you want your positions managed properly for maximum profit potential?
Are a high percentage of your trades defensive?
You logically know what to do in a trade but find you are not taking the actions you should?

Total the number of YES's: ___________
IF YOU HAVE MORE THAN SIX YES’S THEN YOU NEED AN AUTOMATED TRADING SYSTEM.
LET ALGOTRADES SHOW YOU THE WAY TRADING SHOULD BE.
- RISK CONTROLLED - 100% FULLY AUTOMATED - www.AlgoTrades.net

